DoD ATS Executive Directorate -- AMB

• CAPT Tom Dall replaced CAPT Brian Jacobs as Commander of NAVAIR PMA260 and as the DoD ATS ED

• Last DoD ATS Management Board (AMB) meeting was conducted 11 April
  – Reviewed each Service’s current and future ATS plans
  – Each of the active Joint Service IPT Chairs summarized their Team’s accomplishments and plans
  – Again, great deal of discussion on Cyber Security and anti-tamper

• The current version of the “DoD ATS Selection Process” lower the ATS non-proliferation decisions down to a Service level decision
  – Less AMB focus on ATS policy and greater focus on leveraging technology investments and sharing information
• Next DoD ATS Management Board (AMB) meeting scheduled for Monday afternoon of AUTOTESTCON 2018, National Harbor, MD

• The new DoD ATS Executive Directorate web site:
  – The former web address http://www.acq.osd.mil/ats
  – New address http://www.acq.osd.mil/log/MPP/ats.html
    • Becoming more complete -- finally
DoD ATS Executive Directorate – Other

- Provided feedback in February concerning the synthetic instrument interface standards for sustainment task

- Received your final report on “Incorporating User Programmable Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) Designs into Automatic Test Systems (ATS) Applications: Recommendations and Guidelines”
  - Great document – DoD has and will make use

- Still pondering your request to help with the cyber security challenges
  - Different methods of implementation by the Services

- Scheduling next ATS Industry Days (“Quartz Watch”)
  - 16-18 October 2018, Arlington, VA
  - RFI notification forthcoming (NAVAIR Lakehurst contracts)
Any Questions?